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Counter-balanced order and assignment
to threat and reward conditions
Trial: collection of 6 items

We examined the effect of motivational states on learning, memory and
the flexible use of cogntive maps in a navigation task

Motivational States Have Pervasive Effects on Attention, Memory and Goals
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Map Block: 6 trials
Detours: 1 for each object
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Threat impairs flexible navigation for detour objects
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Roaming predator may chase and capture the participant. If caught, participant
receives an electric shock. Collecting goal objects grants short periods of immunity

Post-Navigation Memory Test

Imperative states will impair relational memory and its flexible use
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How does threat affect recognition memory?
Threat does not impair recognition memory
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* p < 0.05; *** p <.001

Start Position

Threat will not affect recognition memory, which can depend on
item-based processing
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Reward Block

How does one’s motivational state affect what is encoded into memory, and
the ability to flexibly use that information online in the service of goals?

Threat, represented by a virtual predator, will
induce an imperative state, resulting in less efficient
navigation
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How does threat affect flexible use of a cognitive map?

Research Question
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Threat impairs navigation efficiency for non-detour objects
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Past work primarily focuses on post-task recall measures but not the
online availability of information or ability to use it dynamically

How does threat affect navigation to goal items?
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Motivational states can selectively impact memory encoding (Chiew et
al, 2018; Murty & Adcock 2017).
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Imperative states, triggered by threat, reduce the ability to flexibly
bring forth and/or use cognitive maps to guide behavior

